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HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

Logan D Adams   7/05 

Justin Todd   7/09 

Corbin J Holsinger  7/09 

Dallas Denlinger  7/14 

Michael A Jenkinson  7/15 

Darcy Denlinger   7/20 

Monica Gloria   7/22 

Connor A Crist   7/23 

Kidron L Crist   7/31 

Nicholas Williams 1yr 

Evan A Bowman 4yrs 

Jacob T. Angle 5yrs 

Gabriel R Cottrell 8yrs 

Bradley A Garber 9yrs 

Benjamin R Lavy 11yrs 

Matthew M Denlinger 19yrs 

Charles E Brunk 19yrs 

https://cdn.ramseysolutions.net/daveramsey.com/media/b2b/wellness/smart_dollar/resources/resource-center/content/videos/what-is-sd/what-is-smartdollar.mp4?_ga=2.63412397.343281686.1687883105-1668622270.1642080554&_gl=1*wzva7g*_ga*MTY2ODYyMjI3MC4xNjQyMDgwNT
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We all have faced it once or twice during our lifetime. We don’t hear our alarm or we get stuck in a traf-
fic jam, we planned poorly or underestimated a project. Then we are behind schedule and deadlines 
begin to creep. Our adrenaline begins to shoot through the roof and we begin to try to catch up aka 
Rush Mentality!  

But in reality we really never “catch up” Let’s say you’re running late to a meeting and decide to speed 
on your way there. Instead of going the 60mph speed limit, you push it to 72mph. What used to take 
you 15 minutes now only took about 12. But saving those precious three minutes costs you significant-
ly. You’re putting yourself at greater risk for physical harm (crash– statistics state that 92% of accidents 
that cause bodily harm have a root cause of rush)  mental harm (stress), and financial harm (speeding 
ticket). 

Rushing adds stress and anxiety to your life. Over time, this can make a big difference in your default 
mental state. I would like to share with you a few tips to help deal with Rush Mentality:  

• In the moment: take a minute to pause and evaluate your scenario. Think through the pros and 
cons and ask yourself  these two questions: 

1. What is the worst that could happen if I act normally and don’t rush. (example: my friend will 
be by themselves for 10minutes or I will be embarrassed for a few minutes walking into my 
meeting a few minutes late.  

2. What is the best or worst-case scenario if I choose to rush? (example: I arrive at my destina-
tion on time or worst: I get a speeding ticket and get to my meeting 30min later) 

• Plan ahead!:  It’s easy to feel behind when you’ve lost 
control of your schedule. This lack of control is often a 
matter of priority or poor planning. It’s a sign that you’ve 
let too many commitments into your life that don’t align 
with what matters to you. Try this: 

1. Start saying “no” and take control of your sched-
ule by saying “no” to more things. Spend your 
time on things that you value.  

2. Prioritize and organize to-do’s by urgency and pri-
ority this framework was popularized by Stephen 
Covey (author of 7 Habits of Highly Effective Peo-
ple). It will help you focus on the right tasks by 
identifying what’s actually important. 

3. Get support or delegate– if you are in a position 
where you can delegate some tasks, do it. If you 
cant delegate some duties, ask for support.  

Rush Mentality 
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Wellness Points– July 

We are increasing the Wellness points for July to 65pts 

for  anyone that plays the Metcon Volleyball game during the 

Metcon Family Picnic. If you are interested please sign-up today. 
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Check out a some fun activities/festivals 

around the Miami Valley:  

https://www.daytonlocal.com/july-festivals.asp
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Lets play Coworker Family 

Feud!  

Team member with the 

most popular survey an-

swers will win 4 tickets 

to the Cincinnati Zoo! 

Click  to play:  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/FFLQYDX
https://store.titangraphic.com/metcon_general_store_spring23/shop/home

